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  Product Features & Benefits  

  Directions for Use 

A state of the art, highly concentrated bonnet and 

traffic lane carpet cleaner designed for safely  

maintaining stain resistant carpets and other types of 

carpeting. Double Kleen incorporates our exclusive 

EPT™ encapsulation technology to surround and  

encapsulate soils, then it dries to a non-sticky pow-

der. Soil and residue vacuum out easily. In low  

moisture processes, Double Kleen’s advanced  

cleaning performance eliminates the need for rinsing, 

minimize carpet downtime and eliminates discolora-

tion problems from wicking. Exclusive anti-resoiling 

technology helps carpet resist dirt and soil from  

becoming entrapped. Carpets become amazingly 

clean and remain cleaner longer. 

Neutral pH base / Safe for 5th Generation stain resistant carpeting 

Contains odor counteractant and fragrance enhancers / Leaves fresh cosmetic scent 

Contains optical brighteners / Enhances the color of the carpet 

Utilizes soil releasing agents / Releases soils onto bonnet 

Contains non-butyl water soluble solvents / Rapidly penetrates oil, grease and dry soils 

 

PH: 9.1 

ODOR: ULTRA FRESH 

COLOR: CLEAR  

DILUTION: 4 to 16oz Per GL of Water 

PACK: 4/1 GL 

This product is designed for use as a bonnet cleaner on 5th Generation carpeting as well as other types of carpets. Can be 

used for interim carpet care maintenance and as a traffic lane cleaner prior to extracting or shampooing. Can be used in  

hotels, motels, schools, offices, airports, hospitals, nursing homes, restaurants or any facility to maintain quality carpeting 

1) Pretest carpet for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area. 2) Remove furniture and dry vacuum thoroughly. 3) Mix  

bonnet cleaning solution at the recommended dilution listed in a pump-up or pressure sprayer. 4) Spray diluted cleaning 

solution onto carpet and traffic lane in 6’ x 12’ sections. 5) For heavy soiling conditions let bonnet cleaner dwell for 10 

minutes. 6) Immerse bonnet in water and wring out thoroughly, then place bonnet on machine. 7) Scrub carpet and change 

bonnet pad as it becomes soiled. 

 

 

Light Soils .................................. 1:16 (8 oz. per gallon of water) 

Moderate Soils ........................... 1:8 (16 oz. per gallon of water) 

Heavy Soils ................................ 1:4 (32 oz. per gallon of water) 


